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Abstract. Critical perspectives have become more visible in
German human geography. Drawing on an analysis of the
debate around the German reader “Kulturgeographie” pub-
lished in 2003, we suggest that this case provides new in-
sights into the “geography of critical geography”. We brieﬂy
discuss the history of critical geography in Germany, lead-
ing to a comparison of the conditions of critical geography
around 1980 and in recent years. The focus is on two fac-
tors in the changed role of critical perspectives in German
geography: (1) the growing internationalisation of German
geography, which opened new avenues and allowed new ap-
proaches to enter the discipline; and (2) the high citation in-
dices of “critical” journals, which leads to an enhanced rep-
utation and a high signiﬁcance of international critical geog-
raphy in the German discipline. However, we draw an am-
biguous conclusion: the increased role of critical approaches
in German geography is linked to a growing neoliberalisa-
tion of academia and a decline of critical approaches in other
disciplines.
1 Introduction: a critical turn in German geography?
Recent debates in critical geography have stressed the need
for a “critical geography of critical geography” (Berg, 2004).
While the majority of contributions have criticized the “An-
glo hegemony” of British and North American critical ge-
ography over “other” critical geographies, few contributions
have analysed the impact of growing internationalisation on
the status of critical geography within the wider discipline of
geography. In this paper, we attempt such an analysis, us-
ing the case of Germany. We do so, ﬁrst, because we think
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that power structures within the (nationally organized) dis-
cipline are far more signiﬁcant for the concrete situation of
critical geography in any particular country than the interna-
tional relations within critical geography. Second, and this
is the good news, something seems to be happening in Ger-
man human geography: explicitly left-wing perspectives are
gaining in importance.1
While in general the left in German universities is facing
declining resources and impact on debates inside and out-
side academia, while German geographers are faced with
the same neoliberalising developments as colleagues in other
disciplines and live in the same precarious situation (cf. for
the situation of radical academia in Germany: Bultmann,
2008; Bultmann and Sch¨ oller, 2003; Br¨ uchert and Wagner,
2007; Sambaleetal., 2008; foritsgenderdimensioncf.Notz,
2008), and while many radicals conclude that the left has to
create new sites of discourse outside academia (Demirovic,
2006; Bretthauer and Fromberg, 2008), our impression is
that geographers with a left wing theoretical and/or politi-
cal background are relatively better off in that respect – at
least better than they used to be. There actually is something
of a “critical turn” in German geography.
Having said that, we have to emphasize that this turn de-
parts from a position that would have to be characterized
as remarkably un-radical. Geography and geographical dis-
course in Germany are nowhere near the centre of critical
academic discourse, as Mitchell (2004) argues is the case
in the US, and there are no critical geographers (or any ge-
ographers for that matter) who have, or attempt to have, an
impact on public debates (contrary to elsewhere, cf. Ward,
2007; Castree, 2006). German geography is dominated by
varying strands of decidedly applied research imbued with
a fair amount of political and academic conservatism. It is
1It should be noted, however, that due to the ﬁnancial crisis,
some things might be shifting in wider academia.
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a discipline without a radical tradition, as opposed to many
humanities and social sciences in Germany.2
Thereiscertainlyagreatdealofheterogeneitybetweenthe
developments in this critical turn. Let us point out just a few
of the more bottom-up initiatives within recent years: from
1999 to 2004 a group of German speaking feminist geogra-
phersorganised“readingweekends”withtheBritishGeogra-
pherDoreenMassey(BASSDA,2006); aGermany-widenet-
work of critical geography students was established in 2005
and is still running; two textbooks on feminist geography
were published recently (Fleischmann and Meyer-Hanschen,
2005; Str¨ uver, 2005); a theme issue on Marxism was pub-
lished in Geographische Revue in 2001 and one on critical
geography in 2008; Antipode lectures (since this year ACME
lecture) have been organised at the biannual German geogra-
phers’ conference, the Geographentag, since 1999; a new
book series for radical geography was established with a left
wing publisher; a German issue of the online journal ACME
was published in 2008, lecture series on critical geography
were organized in Potsdam, M¨ unster, Berlin, G¨ ottingen and
other places; two conferences on critical geography took
place in Frankfurt in 2008 and 2009; and the recent confer-
ences of the International Critical Geography Group (ICGG)
were attended by a considerable number of German geog-
raphers. Also, within established German geography, not
explicitly leftist, but relatively open-minded annual confer-
ences on Neue Kulturgeographie (new cultural geography)
have been attended by dozens of younger geographers since
2004 and offered a space for critical approaches; and numer-
ous Anglo-American radical geographers were invited to the
Hettner Lecture series in Heidelberg (1997–2006).
In this paper we want to stress the importance of the inter-
nationalization of critical geography in these developments
and the positive impact it has had on what we refer to as the
critical turn in German geography. We will proceed as fol-
lows: In part 2 we sketch out what we mean by “critical”. In
parts 3 and 4, we discuss how the struggle over hegemony
within German geography produces the line between criti-
cal and un-critical geography, using controversies from, ﬁrst,
around 1980 and, second, recent years. We conclude in part
5 by discussing the changing role of international debates for
German geography, and its relation to the status of “critical”
approaches.
2Nowhere is this more evident than in textbooks and introduc-
tory literature for geography students (cf. Schenk and Schliephake,
2005a). In such books, critical schools of thought (like feminism,
political ecology, Marxian political economy, postcolonial studies,
whiteness studies) and typical topics of interest to critical geogra-
phers (such as urban struggles, race and gender inequality or envi-
ronmental justice) are barely mentioned (for a contrasting example
cf. Gebhardt et al., 2007).
2 What is “critical” in German geography?
When it comes to deﬁnitions of “critical geography”, we
think Blomley is quite right to point to the simple fact that
“all scholarship entail[s] critical thinking” (2006:87). “Un-
critical geography” is as much an oxymoron as “uncritical
science” in general (Markard, 2005:25), as each and every
geographer will claim to be critical (of whatever; cf. Belina,
2008a). Thus, there is a problem in identifying the “criti-
cal” in geography; and this is why we do not intend to deﬁne
“what’s critical”.
Furthermore, and unlike in the English language, a distinc-
tion between radical and critical geography does not make
much sense in a German context. Especially “radical ge-
ography” cannot be and is almost never translated into Ger-
man – if it is used, it remains in English, as “radical”, not
“radikal”. Thus, there is no debate about the difference be-
tween “radical” and “critical” geography, as there is in the
Anglophone context (cf. Castree, 2000; Peet, 2000). There
is also something more speciﬁc to the German debate: the
idea of something (or someone) being “radikal” is often used
from a centrist-vs-bipolarist perspective in order to point out
that there are two extremes – left and right – and the “centre”
is the location of reason. Left equals right in this perspective.
In the 1970s, however, especially in the “Radikalenerlass”
(the decision of the German ministers of the Interior in 1972
to get rid of “radicals”, deﬁned as people whose support for
“free democratic basic order” is doubtable, from public ser-
vices, incl. schools, universities), the term speciﬁcally tar-
geted left-wing “radicals”.
In this article, we use the term “Marxist geography” when
talking about developments up until the 1980s, as this was
the dominant left/critical perspective within the discipline.
As we enter contemporary debates, we use the term “critical
geography”, because to a certain degree the development of
the debates parallels those in Anglophone geography. When
we use the term “left”, we refer to debates and practices that
take place beyond academia and comprise more explicit po-
litical positions.
As a further means to avoid a classiﬁcatory system, in-
stead of constructing any form of abstract standard for “crit-
ical geography”, we pursue a different path, focusing on con-
crete debates. From these, we extract the relational deﬁnition
of what is being perceived as a leftist/radical/critical devia-
tion from mainstream geography. It is only in the concrete
“struggle over objectivity” (Gramsci, 1995:1412ff; cf. Haug,
2001) that the distinction between “critical” and “un-critical”
geography is produced within institutional geography – that
tiny little state apparatus (cf. Althusser, 1977). And it is
this power laden distinction that we want to reconstruct from
controversies within German geography that involved an in-
tervention or reaction from what was seen and deﬁned as
the left, and that were fought over in public (i.e. the disci-
pline’s equivalent: publications), as it is here that struggles
over hegemony become visible and are documented.
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There have not been many such controversies in the past
few decades, and of these, many did not ﬁnd their way
into journals or discussion papers. Feminist geography, for
example, was deﬁnitely not welcomed by male-dominated
mainstream German geography in the 1980s and 1990s
(cf. Fleischmann and Meyer-Hanschen, 2005:43–51). The
same seems to be true for the works of Mechthild R¨ ossler
(1990), Horst-Alfred Heinrich (1991), Gerhard Sandner
(1995; Sandner and R¨ ossler, 1994) and others on the role
of German geography and geographers in Nazi Germany.
But these controversies over the history of German geog-
raphy and feminism were not fought out in public (for the
history of geography, Fahlbusch (1999) and Wardenga and
B¨ ohm (1999) are rare exceptions).
We focus on two controversies that allow us to compare
and contrast the state of affairs around 1980 with the sit-
uation more than a quarter century later: ﬁrst, the con-
troversy following the publication of Eugen Wirth’s book
Theoretische Geographie [“Theoretical Geography”] (1979)
and second, the one that followed the publication of the
textbook Kulturgeographie [“Cultural Geography”], edited
by Hans Gebhardt, Paul Reuber and G¨ unther Wolkersdorfer
(2003a). In each case, we start with more general reﬂections
on the state of radicalism and Marxist/critical geographers in
the wider societal context.
One last remark before getting started: As we are in-
terested in understanding today’s situation, we limit our
analysis to West German human geography, as theoretical
approaches of human geography from the German Demo-
cratic Republic (e.g. Schmidt-Renner, 1966) had no impact
on post-1989 German geography.
3 The situation around 1980
3.1 The left in German geography until 1980
To understand the extent to which today’s geography is mov-
ingtowardstheleft, itisnecessarytorecallthecharacteristics
of the discipline in the period from post war West Germany
up until the 1980s. No such thing as a sustainable Marxian
or otherwise leftist inﬂuence made it into geography’s main-
stream discourse. Any tradition following Wittfogel’s (1929)
seminal three-piece paper on Geopolitics, Geographical Ma-
terialism and Marxism was destroyed in Nazi Germany.
In the founding years of the Federal Republic of Ger-
many after WWII, marked by anti-communist propaganda
and repression (Br¨ unneck, 1978; G¨ ossner, 1998) and with
continuities from the Nazi regime in many parts of pub-
lic life, left wing academics were very much on the mar-
gin. It was not until the 1960s that voices from the left
were able to gain inﬂuence in many social sciences – with
the exception of geography. The main reason for this, apart
from the continuity in personnel within the geographic com-
munity after 1945 (Sandner, 1995), seems to be its self-
deﬁnition as being between and/or beyond the natural/social
science divide (cf. Schmith¨ usen, 1970:434, but also Schenk
and Schliephake, 2005b or Ehlers, 2005b for recent exam-
ples of a similar position). This placed the discipline out-
side of any relevant social theory discourse (be it Marxist,
bourgeois or otherwise). While pre-1960s Anglophone ge-
ography was described in similar ways (cf. Smith, 2001:9),
we think that post-war mainstream German geography was
even more extreme in its wilful, self-imposed isolation from
social theory (individual attempts such as Wolfgang Hartke’s
notwithstanding, cf. Hartke, 1956). This ended with the 1969
Geographentag (the biannual central conference of German
language geography) in Kiel that marked the end of the dom-
inance of traditional geography and opened the discipline to
new inﬂuences, especially the quantitative revolution. While
this parallels to some extent the development that enabled
Marxism to enter the picture in the US, no Marxian or other
radical input made its way into German geography after
1969. We think that this was largely due to three factors:
– The objectives of those who introduced social theory:
When students and young faculty members, backed
by some professors, heavily criticised German geogra-
phy for being “un-scientiﬁc” and “irrelevant” in Kiel
in 1969 (Berliner Geographenkreis, 1969), radicalism
only played a minor role (cf. Bahrenberg, 1996:41–43).
Although some of the students’ critique was inﬂuenced
by the radical political discourse of the time, the cri-
tique drew primarily on positivist spatial science (Bar-
tels, 1968) and aimed at “relevance”, i.e. participation
in state planning (cf. Ganser, 1970).
– Gate-keeping: Students and young faculty members
in geography leaning towards the left after 1969 were
faced with a conservative academic community that was
able to “keep them out” successfully. This was fa-
cilitated by the German academic system of the time
(which has changed only slightly since then): All power
was concentrated in the hands of the Ordinarien, i.e. the
highest ranking professors, some of whom were able
to make and break careers also beyond their “own” de-
partment. It was up to them to decide whom to gradu-
ate, whom to allow for a PhD and a Habilitation (“sec-
ond book” professorial qualiﬁcation, necessary to be-
come university professor), and whom to give a posi-
tion. And they remained the direct superior to everyone
they hired, only Ordinarien themselves were not per-
sonally dependent on other individual academics.3 In
the relatively small discipline of German human geog-
raphy, individual chairs could control the appointments
at several universities through the allegiance their for-
mer prot´ eg´ es paid them.
3 This is why the ﬁrst question a German professor will ask a
junior colleague will usually not be “What is your work about?”,
but: “Who do you work for?”
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– Radicals in the German educational system: The “Ger-
man autumn” of 1977 – when “terrorist hunts” and
a “red scare” swept through West Germany – put an
end to the “invasion” of the German educational sys-
tem by left-wing radicals. In many other disciplines,
radicals had been able to obtain professorships before
that date, especially at newly founded “reform univer-
sities” (Bremen, Bielefeld, Bochum) and at universities
with at least some radical tradition (Frankfurt, Marburg,
Berlin). Being a step or two behind other disciplines,
this was not the case in geography.
Within this institutional and political situation, it is not sur-
prising that the rare attempts at Marx-inspired or Marx-
ian research published by singular academic geographers or
groups of students did not have much of an impact. The
student journals of the 1970s (Geograﬁker, Roter Globus
and Geographie in Ausbildung und Planung), Beck’s (1973)
Marxian critique of bourgeois economic geography, his or
Eisel’s (1982) sketches of a geography based on Marxian
social theory, Eisel’s fundamental critique of the geographi-
cal paradigm (1980), Leng’s (1973) Marxian critique of the
“Munich school”, Frieling’s (1980) critique of social ecology
and sketch of a Marxian urban geography or Beck’s (1985)
Marxian critique of Christaller’s central place theory did not
have much inﬂuence on geographical mainstream discourse
(Best, 2009). The response of the discipline was essentially
one of silence. However, there was one debate in German
geography that involved a minor Marxian position: Kneisle’s
(1980, 1983) critique of Eugen Wirth’s (1979) Theoretische
Geographie. It is to this debate that we now turn in order to
analyse how and in what respect “left voices” were accept-
able or capable of inclusion.
3.2 Marxism in the controversy following
Eugen Wirth’s Theoretische Geographie (1979)
Theoretische Geographie (TG) by Eugen Wirth was (and
still is) one of the few attempts at a theoretical founda-
tion of the discipline in Germany, in fact a conservative at-
tempt to secure the position of traditional regional geogra-
phy [“L¨ anderkunde”]. Following its turn to positivism and
statistics after Kiel and the “theoretical turn” of interna-
tional geography, devastating critiques of L¨ anderkunde had
been voiced by positivists such as Bartels (1968), Bahren-
berg (1972) and Hard (1973) – and, in fact, had already won
the battle. In 1979 however, the still powerful Ordinarius
Eugen Wirth published TG trying to combine “scientiﬁc” ge-
ography and L¨ anderkunde. In TG, Wirth attempted much
more than an overview of theoretical approaches in geogra-
phy (at that time mainly quantitative). He proposed a the-
ory of geography which combined a theory of science, pos-
itivist approaches, recent methodological advances, but also
reserved a space for traditional geography. L¨ anderkunde was
supposed to be the highest stage of geography, combining
the different subﬁelds and guaranteeing the unique position
of geography vis ` a vis other disciplines.
The book sparked a lively debate within German geogra-
phy, consisting primarily of devastating critiques mainly by
proponents of the quantitative turn (Bahrenberg, 1979; Bar-
tels, 1980; D¨ urr, 1979; Kneisle, 1980; Petersen, 1980; Sed-
lacek, 1980). As the public nature of the controversy shows,
this was a struggle for hegemony in German geography, one
about the deﬁnition of what German geographers should and
were allowed to do and think. Wirth explicitly addresses stu-
dents (1979:9) and, as one critic observes, “younger (or more
na¨ ıve?) colleagues” (Bartels, 1980:126). TG is full of judge-
ment about geographical approaches and geographers and is
driven by a “massive desire to convince” (ibid.:124). Our
aim in analysing this struggle is to shed some light on “what
was left” in German geography around 1980 by focussing on
the role political arguments and Marxism played in it.
As mentioned already, the criticism of TG was damning.
Bahrenberg (1979), building his argument on Popper (1962),
characterizes Wirth’s (1978) attempt to ground L¨ anderkunde
in positivist theory of science as being “in vain” (Bahren-
berg, 1979:147). Bartels criticises the “conservative embrace
of the [positivist] revolution” (1980:121). In both critiques,
published in German geography’s most important journal,
political aspects are absent. Both focus on the “progress”
of the discipline.
The more interesting contributions for our question can be
found in a discussion paper series initiated by the quantita-
tive geographer Andr´ e Kilchenmann (D¨ urr, 1979; Kneisle,
1980; Sedlacek, 1980; Petersen, 1980). As Kilchenmann ex-
plains in a foreword to the ﬁrst discussion paper, his orig-
inal idea was to have various geographers comment brieﬂy
on TG in one discussion paper. However, this could not
be realised as the vast majority of possible contributors re-
frained from joining the project. Various reasons were given,
among them “fear of personal consequences resulting from a
too critical statement” (Kilchenmann, 1979:2). Of the con-
tributions that were published, only two came from German
pre-tenure staff. While D¨ urr (1979) tried to be as polite as
possible, Alois Kneisle (1980) was very harsh. These two
contributions and Wirth’s reaction are especially interesting
for us. Where was the frontline in the “war of positions” over
hegemony(Gramsci, 1992:868)betweenmainstreamandleft
geography as deﬁned by mainstream geography? What role
did Marxism and Marxism-inspired geography, already quasi
hegemonicinAnglo-Americangeographyatthetime(Smith,
2001), play in this controversy?
The debate initially revolved around the issue of “open-
ness”. In the ﬁrst paper in the series, Heiner D¨ urr (1979) crit-
icisesWirthfor, amongmanyotherthings, missingoutwhole
strands of literature without giving reasons for this omission
(D¨ urr, 1979:49–53). Unlike Bartels (1980:121), he not only
misses the work of Hard (1973) and the “Munich school of
social geography” (Ruppert and Schaffer, 1969; cf. Leng,
1973), but also Marxism and Marxian authors. Positioning
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himself as a liberal wishing to develop an “open geography”
from a critical-rationalist standpoint (i.e. not being a Marxist
himself), D¨ urr criticises Wirth for his “crass, yet not explicit
anti-Marxism” (D¨ urr, 1979:49).
In reply, Wirth claims to be more rather than less open
than D¨ urr (Wirth, 1980:5–15), while also emphasizing his
liberalism (ibid.:20) and giving three reasons for his silence
concerningMarxism. First, hisbiography: hesaweverything
he needed to know about Marxism as a prisoner of war in the
Soviet Union and during “travels and research in Marxism-
oriented countries” (ibid.). Second, being a “pluralist” he
cannot accept the “dogmatically hardened basic structure of
the Marxian doctrine” (ibid.). Third, with reference to Marx-
inspired work by German geographers, he considers Marxian
analysis to be of low quality and “weak” (ibid.:22).
Here is a fundamental difference between the German and
the Anglo-American or French situation in the 1970s and 80s
that is worth emphasising. Commenting on D¨ urr’s reference
to Marx, Engels and Lenin, Wirth asks: “Does he really ex-
pect me to read [...] Marxist classics [...]?” (1980:22) Un-
surprisingly, he was not planning to do so – because, we ar-
gue, he did not have to. Contrary to anti-Marxist colleagues
such as Peter Gould (1988) in the US or Paul Claval (1977) in
France, Wirth does not see any need to “prove” that Marx is
no good for geographers, for example by claiming that Marx
was not interested in “space”. The reason for Wirth’s posi-
tion is simply that he sees no worthy opponent in German
geography – and German geography is all he is interested in.
His enemies are positivists who ruin uniﬁed geography and
L¨ anderkunde. They are the reason for TG, not some lonely
Marxists who criticise both traditional and positivist geogra-
phy.
What is at stake in this debate? Marxism is referred to by
D¨ urr as an example of what is missing in TG and as proof
for the lack of “openness” on Wirth’s part. Although D¨ urr
mentions the importance of “geographical” topics, such as
concentration in Lenin (1965 [1917]) or segregation in En-
gels (1976 [1845]), the structure of his argument abstracts
from the content and insights provided by Marxian reason-
ing. What D¨ urr bemoans is that something is missing, some-
thing that is being discussed in Anglo-American and French
geography (D¨ urr, 1979:52f). As opposed to Wirth, whose
sole public is German geography, D¨ urr is interested in in-
ternational debates. As the ﬁrst principle of his “open ge-
ography” is inclusion of “all possible methodological posi-
tions” (ibid.:61) – a claim that Wirth (1980:17-18) can easily
and rightly dismiss as impossible – for D¨ urr the exclusion
of Marxism in TG is to be criticised no matter what Marxist
geographers actually do or write, because it is a relevant ap-
proach in international debates. Marxism, in this respect, is
just an example of Wirth’s lack of openness and D¨ urr invokes
it instrumentally.
As Kneisle (1983:91) points out, “pluralism” for Wirth is a
strategy to exclude any approach he does not like, including
all leftist approaches. By calling himself a pluralist, Wirth
claims to be open though in reality this means that just one
position–hisown–istrulypluralistandthereforeprivileged.
Implicitly, then, Wirth’s dismissal of Marxism is a political
judgement that is based on the power of his position and not
on a discussion of arguments. At this time, Wirth was not
the towering ﬁgure in German geography anymore that he
used to be. His position had been undermined by the quanti-
tative revolution and his book had been almost consensually
dismissed by the new key ﬁgures of geography. Still, this
discussion can ﬁrst of all shed some light on the time when
traditional geography was still strong in Germany. Second, it
demonstrates that although traditional geography had by now
lost the struggle, it was not critical or Marxist geography that
had won – it was hardly mentioned in the mainstream debate.
The quantiﬁers – just like Wirth – did not consider Marxism
to be a perspective that deserved any greater consideration.
The two contributions to the controversy following TG
writtenfromaMarxiststandpointwerethereforemoreorless
ignored within the debate. Petersen (1980), a Danish geog-
rapher, states that Wirth’s geography is a “national geogra-
phy” (ibid.:3), one that “puts German geography even fur-
ther offside” (ibid.:4). Kneisle (1980, reprinted in Kneisle,
1983), who later sketched an approach to geography he la-
belled “interventionist social geography”, presents a critique
of the ideology of science and of L¨ anderkunde.
The role of Marxism in the controversy following TG was
a marginal one. At a time when Marx-inspired geography
had its heyday in the US and while Marxism was still power-
ful in many other disciplines in West Germany, it was ei-
ther invoked instrumentally (D¨ urr), dismissed on political
grounds (Wirth) or ignored (as in the reactions to Petersen
andKneisle)inGermangeography. Marxianargumentswere
successfully kept out: they played no role in the struggles
over hegemony, and were, we conclude, placed outside of
what was seen as discussable. This brief sketch gives an idea
of the historical background of today’s many turns.
4 Critical geography in the current debate over
Neue Kulturgeographie
4.1 Radical positions in the 1980s and 90s
While in the early 1980s, the main strand of critical theory
in geography was still Marxist, in the meantime, the deﬁ-
nition of what is “critical” has become much broader. The
1980s saw strong student activities within geography, par-
ticularly criticizing the history of the discipline. Interna-
tional debates became more important in German geogra-
phy. For example, from the early 1990s onwards regulation
theory was imported, mainly via German sociology and po-
litical science. While some geographers treated regulation
theory as a critical theory of society (cf. Danielzyk, 1992;
Danielzyk and Ossenbr¨ ugge, 1996; Hitz et al., 1992; Kr¨ atke,
1996; Ossenbr¨ ugge, 1992; cf. also the Marxian critique by
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Frieling, 1996), it was depoliticised within wide parts of the
discipline. Bathelt (1994), for example, dismisses its “Marx-
ian background” (ibid.:64) outright as an “ideological” one
(ibid.) that makes many early contributions of the French
school “difﬁcult to understand” (ibid.). Also, beginning in
mid-1980s, feminism started to enter German geography (for
example Binder, 1989; Wastl-Walter, 1985).
We want to refrain from trying to come up with a review
of all attempts to work with “critical” approaches in Ger-
man geography in the 1980s and 90s. Instead, we will fo-
cus on a recent controversy over hegemony as exempliﬁed
in the main current debate in German geography – that of a
“cultural turn”. It is within this “cultural turn” that the po-
sition of critical approaches in geography has been strength-
ened. The debate is centred on an edited volume entitled
Kulturgeographie (KG) which, according to the editors’ in-
troduction, includes many “turns”, cultural, semiotic, and
postmodern, a “colourful” (Gebhardt et al., 2003b:9) “many
things go” (ibid.).
Although theme issues of the German journals Berichte
zur deutschen Landeskunde (2003) and Petermanns Geo-
graphische Mitteilungen (2003) also focussed on “Neue
Kulturgeographie” (new cultural geography), the book, its
editors and some of the contributors have come to represent
themovementinGermangeographyandasaresultweresub-
jected to a large number of appraisals, critiques and counter
critiques in almost all German geography journals (Arnold,
2004; Ehlers, 2005a; Freytag and Jahnke, 2003; Heinritz,
2005; Kl¨ uter, 2005a, b). Therefore, the controversy around
KG can be used to analyse the different positions within the
struggle over hegemony in German geography today. The
“cultural turn” in German geography, as exempliﬁed by KG,
is a very broad movement of (post-) modernisation. In An-
glophone geography, some of the contributions in KG, draw-
ing mainly on social theory, would hardly be considered as
cultural geography (like Watts’ and Bohle’s contribution on
political ecology or Gl¨ uckler’s and Bathelt’s chapter on eco-
nomic geography). Also in contributions following KG that
position themselves implicitly or explicitly within the con-
text of Neue Kulturgeographie, theoretical reference points
vary a lot (cf. Gebhardt et al., 2007; Lossau, 2008) and in-
clude social theorists such as Bourdieu (Lippuner, 2005),
Giddens (Schlottmann, 2005), Marx (Belina, 2008b) or Luh-
mann (Pott, 2005). Thus, KG and Neue Kulturgeographie
can only be understood as comprising anything that is “new”
in the German debate.4 Other chapters of KG are general in-
troductions to key terms of cultural theory, others deal with
topics like critical geopolitics or gender and identity con-
struction.
KG is especially relevant for the question about the left in
German geography because one of the novelties of the book
4One aspect of the debate over Neue Kulturgeographie revolves
around the question of its novelty and position in the history of the
discipline (cf. Ehlers, 2007; Wardenga, 2005).
is that it claims a greater openness about “political ambi-
tions” in academic debates. In the introduction, the editors
include a subchapter titled “Cultural geography as a politi-
cally ambitious geography?” They start off by stating that
normativity is always implicit in research and that therefore
cultural geography is always a form of political geography.
They pose the question of the (“at least temporary”) polit-
ical/normative positioning of geographers and muse about
different possibilities to do so. As it is probably the longest
and most prominent statement within mainstream German
geography about critical geography in the last 20 years, it
deserves being quoted in its entirety:
“Altogether, the positions reach from a rather conceptually
oriented and thus rather implicitly normative form [of ge-
ography] to a close connection between scientiﬁc work and
political agitation. For the latter, the normative point of per-
spective of most authors can be described somewhat point-
edly as a left-oriented, social-critical position, following the
humanist tradition, democracy and the ideals of the French
revolution (‘idealistic perspective’). It continues the critical
tradition which Anglo-American cultural geography estab-
lished with radical geography around David Harvey [...]. It
would certainly be possible to create further boxes for the or-
dering of political positionality. At a closer look, however,
not only most of the contributions, but also their authors are
‘different’, fragmented and polyvalent in their political posi-
tion.” (Gebhardt et al., 2003b:21f.)
The editors do not themselves claim to be “left-oriented”
– but they claim to include this “positionality” in their ap-
proach. As discussed earlier, in the 1980s debate the refer-
ence to Marxism was used in the abstract and instrumentally
as either necessary for an “open” geography (D¨ urr, 1979) or
as something to be excluded from a “pluralist” one (Wirth,
1980). As in the 1980s, the editors of KG identify them-
selves as open and pluralist. They deﬁne their pluralism
explicitly through an inclusion of critical geography (and
Marxism, although it is not mentioned directly) that is not
only paying lip service to international developments (as in
D¨ urr, 1979:52f). Rather, they do in fact include contribu-
tions by Doreen Massey (2003), Edward Soja (2003) and
Michael Watts (Watts and Bohle, 2003). Among the Ger-
man contributions, one is feminist/poststructuralist (Str¨ uver,
2003) and another Marxist (Belina, 2003), both drawing
strongly on Anglo-American literature. In the context of
Neue Kulturgeographie, inclusion of critical geography be-
comes a symbol of pluralism.
The whole topic of left political positionality was however
not important in the controversy following KG, at least not
explicitly. Although Kl¨ uter (2005a, b) makes some allusions
toward the politics implicit in KG (see below), the harsh cri-
tiques of the book focus on other issues. But still, analysing
them can highlight the state of the struggle over hegemony in
German geography and the situation of the left within it.
Earlier we pointed out how institutional hierarchy struc-
tured the debate of the 1980s. Looking at the critiques of
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KG, there is at least as much evidence of a hierarchy shaping
the debate.5
Among the critiques, two stand out, mainly due to their
length and the references they have drawn. In Geographische
Rundschau, the main popular/academic German geography
journal, a review by Eckart Ehlers, professor emeritus from
Bonn, was entitled German geography – Geography in Ger-
many – Where are you going? (Ehlers, 2005a). Ehlers em-
phasises what he views to be a lack of “clarity” in Neue
Kulturgeographie. As a self-labelled “representative of what
might be called ‘traditionalist’ geography” he observes an
absence of “objectively and scientiﬁcally derived” positions
and “unique” questions for the discipline. Also (“in the inter-
est of geography”), he observes a lack of questions relevant
for problem solving and applications (ibid.:53). Finally, he
particularly challenges the book’s failure to grasp the unity
of the discipline: “Unity of geography requires an active
confession to Allgemeiner Geographie [“general”, i.e. physi-
cal and human geography] and its subject areas” (ibid.:54;
cf. Ehlers, 2005b, 2007). In the same issue of the jour-
nal, G¨ unter Heinritz (2005), professor in Munich and former
president of the Association of German geography profes-
sors [Verband der Geographen an deutschen Hochschulen;
VGDH], also reviews KG. His critique, although in parts of-
fensive to individual contributions, is more balanced. How-
ever, he clearly repeats the main point of Ehlers’ “tradi-
tionalist” critique, complaining “about a discipline that has
lost its classic anchors, so that its outside image seems not
clearly contoured, but contradictory and fragmented” (Hein-
ritz, 2005:62). Both authors place the fate of “German geog-
raphy” at the centre of their concern.6
The second extended critique was by Helmut Kl¨ uter
(2005a). Its title, Geography as feuilleton, has become a
key slogan in the controversy.7 The expression “geography
as feuilleton” has been taken up as meaning superﬁciality, a
“journalistic” style and a lack of “scientiﬁc analysis”. Kl¨ uter
criticizes KG’s regression behind the standards of the social-
scientiﬁc turn in geography (which he equates with criti-
5The harshest critiques came from established professors, re-
markably soft critiques from PhD-students/postdoctoral lecturers
(for example Freytag and Jahnke, 2003). Furthermore, the harsh-
est professorial critiques were directed at the “weakest links” of the
book – at the contributions by PhD-students and postdocs. Heinritz
(2005) for example singles out Anke Str¨ uver’s (2003) feminist cri-
tique of identity, Kl¨ uter (2005a) targets Str¨ uver, Julia Lossau (2003)
and Wolfgang Zierhofer (2003) – all three not tenured professors at
the time (in Kl¨ uter, 2005b, he does target the ﬁgureheads of the de-
bate). It might be worth mentioning that the only critique “from the
left”, the Marxist critique by Heinz Arnold (2004), focuses on the
contributions of the “big names” like Doreen Massey.
6This criticism of geography is not exclusive to KG or Germany,
but rather common to all disciplines and all eras of geography, as
Don Mitchell rightly points out in his reviewer’s comment.
7 The feuilleton is the arts and culture section of a newspaper, in
a more traditional use comparable to “society” pages.
cal rationalism and, somewhat unusually, Luhmann’s sys-
tems theory). Neue Kulturgeographie in his opinion replaces
analysis with ontology and ambiguity, and means a return to
“old” cultural geography: “all the achievements of economic
and social geography are wiped away and become victims of
an erratic subjectivism” (ibid.:135).
It is not our concern here that the “achievements of eco-
nomic and social geography” listed by Kl¨ uter are all formu-
lated in the terms of a Luhmann-inspired geography. What is
of interest to us is that his critique is voiced from a different
perspective than Ehlers’ and Heinritz’s. His main concern is
that geography must be “scientiﬁc”, not superﬁcial, rational,
not subjective. Like Ehlers’, Kl¨ uter’s concern is “German
geography”. But his standpoint is a different one. His geog-
raphy is an applied social science. It is not a uniﬁed geogra-
phy – as with Ehlers – but a rational one, loosely based on
the “scientiﬁc turn” of the Kiel Geographentag. His critique
also has a political twist. Building on his accusation that KG
lacks scientiﬁc rigour, Kl¨ uter goes on to suggest that Neue
Kulturgeographie is (unknowingly) right-wing, as it repeats
the pitfalls of Spengler, Heidegger or Haushofer by reintro-
ducing the idea of culture (Kl¨ uter, 2005a:127). As mentioned
earlier, this is one of the rare times that political aspects sur-
face in the KG controversy. Apart from this, for Kl¨ uter Neue
Kulturgeographie is apolitical, because it does not deal with
formal politics: elections, lobbyism, presidents, parliaments
and the like (ibid.:130f.).
4.2 Neue Kulturgeographie: more international than
critical
Kl¨ uter’s critique was followed by a lengthy reply from Sahr
(2005), one of the contributors to KG. Sahr’s reply as well as
his chapter in the edited volume (Sahr, 2003) contain the cen-
tral counterargument to the critics who worry about “German
geography”: the increased global connectivity of German
Neue Kulturgeographie. His initial book chapter illustrates
the history of German (cultural) geography by comparing it
to a ship. Formerly a mighty battleship, it became a coaster
with engine trouble in the 1980s (Sahr, 2003:240), but one
that now has regained a potential that could bring it back into
the high seas and towards the “horizon of international social
science” (ibid.:245). His reply to Kl¨ uter (2005a), titled News
from the Flying Dutchman (taking up a joke by Kl¨ uter), re-
iterates that image. Sahr stresses the unique contribution of
KG to German geography’s connection to international de-
bates. The book “addresses a very heterogeneous audience,
including older colleagues who have traditionally not been
dealing with international theory debates in geography (but
who are curious) and young academics and students looking
for a connection to current debates in the social sciences”
(Sahr, 2005:501; our emphasis). Sahr presents this new Ger-
man geography as more inclusive, more open towards “criti-
cal” approaches. In this context, he compares the current sit-
uation with the 1980s when German “geographers were mea-
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surednotsomuchaccordingtotheirintellectualqualities, but
theirsuitabilityfor(discipline)politics”(ibid.:507). This, ac-
cording to Sahr, is different today as Neue Kulturgeographie
differs from old geography not only in content and openness,
but also in ethos and atmosphere.
In stressing the international character of KG, Sahr also
goes beyond the concern for German geography that domi-
natedthedebatearound1980, andthatdrivesmuchofthecri-
tique of KG. This points towards a shift in the rules within the
discipline and therefore the construction of hegemony within
it. Sahr suggests that the dominant rule of the 1980s – the
disciplinary power of the discipline – no longer applies as
German geography is no longer a “national geography” (Pe-
tersen, 1980:3) but part of a global discourse. However, the
standard for “good geography” of that time is still present in
the critiques of Kl¨ uter, Heinritz and Ehlers who, in a later
paper, explicitly stresses and bemoans the fact that German
cultural geography has become an “importer” of ideas from
Anglo-American geography (Ehlers, 2007). Their question,
although answered differently, is: “What does this approach
do for German geography (within the German university sys-
tem)?” The “new” question asked by Sahr and KG is “How
does this contribute to the standing of German geographers
in international debates?”
5 Inclusion of critical voices via internationalisation –
chances and ambivalences
It has become clear that whereas in the 1980s, we had to ask
how the exclusion of critical perspectives was achieved, with
regard to the current debate our question is much more about
the details of their inclusion. The “traditionalist” actors still
operate on a discourse of exclusion. “What should be part of
the discipline? What is in the interest of the discipline?”, ask
the conservative critics of KG, therefore deﬁning themselves
as those setting the disciplinary boundaries. However, these
conservative critics have not diminished the success of KG
– the term “Neue Kulturgeographie” has become a relevant
marker and, for example, shows up in job adverts for pro-
fessors. The disciplinary discourse has shifted. In the new
formulation of disciplinary space, critical geography is – via
Neue Kulturgeographie – explicitly included, and some ar-
guments of international critical geography have gained im-
portance. This does not mean, of course, that there are a
lot of critical geographers in permanent positions in German
academia today. This is, however, a peculiar critical turn that
is to a certain degree a top-down process initiated by power-
ful professors, and that has a strong focus on “culture” and
cultural geography – as opposed to “classical” concerns of
radical geographers in social and economic geography. What
we ﬁnd especially interesting in the process is the importance
of “international”, i.e. Anglo-American debates.
The new question of German geography (“How does this
contribute to the standing of German geographers in inter-
national debates?”) and the shift in disciplinary rules it
stands for is highly relevant for critical geography in Ger-
many. As one important strand of international geogra-
phy and social/cultural theory is rooted in radical schools of
thought, these can be referred to and worked with more eas-
ily these days – not because they are critical, but because
they are international and internationally successful. This
brings us back to the “geographies of critical geography”. In
that debate, many commentators criticise the “hegemony” of
Anglo-American critical geography within other, national or
language based geographies (Berg, 2004; Berg and Kearns,
1998; Garcia-Ramon, 2004; Minca, 2000; Simonsen, 2004).
Some point especially to the uneven relationship between
Anglo-American and non-Anglo-American radical geogra-
phers that results from this (Tim´ ar, 2004; Yiftachel, 2003).
While we think that especially critical and radical geogra-
phers have to be aware of the “language question” as well as
intheagendasettingpowerofAnglo-Americancriticalgeog-
raphy, our discussion of the German case highlights the posi-
tive aspects of the role of international/Anglo-American the-
ory in national debates. Not only are these theories sources
of inspiration for German critical geographers, they are also
important in inﬂuencing German geographical discourse and
allowingcriticalperspectivestoentermainstreamgeography.
Not un-similar to the situation described by Vaiou (2004)
for Greece who writes about the inﬂuence of French critical
theory, German critical geography proﬁts from the “hege-
mony” of Anglo-American radical geography. As English-
language critical geography is ranked higher internationally
than even the most mainstream German geography, in the
context of German geography’s attempts to internationalise,
critique can be imported (or, as in the case of Marxism, re-
imported) from international critical debates. This positive
inﬂuence of international debates for German critical geog-
raphy does not come without ambivalences, though.
First, there is the danger of critical approaches being used
in an instrumental manner. As with D¨ urr’s (1979) call for an
openness towards Marxism or with Bathelt’s (1994) use of
regulation theory in the 1990s, calling for or using explicitly
critical and left wing theories in an instrumental manner can
lead to their depolitisation.
Second, using “international excellence” strategically to
import left wing theories can foster the import of the more
troublesome aspects of ‘excellence’ (cf. Mitchell, 2000),
among others the implementation of performance measure-
ments. In recent years, attempts were made on the parts of
mainstream geography to use these other aspects of “inter-
nationalisation” as a means of policing German geograph-
ical discourse. Emerging from within the powerful asso-
ciation of university geographers VGDH, a list of “recog-
nized” German geography journals was introduced alongside
a call for a stronger ranking of journals (see Sternberg, 2001,
2004). The main points of reference here are citation in-
dices and rankings of English-language geography journals.
Sternberg openly hopes for a “steering effect” (2004:7), for
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greaterdifferentiation(intohighlyandlowlyrankedjournals;
cf. 2001:11) and wishes publication lists to become easy to
assess in evaluations, institutional rankings and job appoint-
ments. In another project, he has come up with a ranking
ofGermaneconomicgeographers(SternbergandStockinger,
2007) in which only SSCI- and SCI listed articles count. This
is the sinister side of internationalisation in German geogra-
phy, a very much top-down process not at all enabling for
critical geography.
Coming back to our initial observation concerning Ger-
man geography’s move towards the left, we can summarize
the arguments made so far: while around 1980 critical geog-
raphy – as exempliﬁed by Marxism at that time – was out-
side of the possible in German geography, critical geography
of the Marxist, feminist or otherwise leftist kind is, up to a
certain degree, included some 20 years later. Although the
political aspects of this have remained uncommented upon
within the discipline, the context of its inclusion – Neue
Kulturgeographie – is facing harsh critiques. These are not
related with being “critical” per se, but they do shed light on
the conditions under which critical geography is possible in
Germany. Guardians of geography as a (national) discipline
in particular regard KG (and the openness it stands for) as
a catastrophe for German geography. These fears are coun-
tered by its proponents through applying another standard,
one of German geography’s catching up with international
(i.e. mainly Anglo-American) geography discourse. As dis-
cussed, this does open up German geography to critical po-
sitions, and we think this is the reason why there is the pos-
sibility for voices from the left to gain in importance. The
inclusion is however highly ambivalent both in its content
and in its context.
6 Conclusion: the conditions of inclusion – critical
geography in Germany and the “Anglo-hegemony”
Is there an Anglo-hegemony in German geography? No. We
did not present a full review of the developments in German
cultural geography, but such a review would not only show a
time lag, but also deviations from Anglo-American cultural
geography. Although German geography in many ways lags
behind and repeats theoretical developments in Anglophone
geography, there are many differences, e.g. more reference
to social theory of the “grand narrative” kind (cf. Hannah,
2006:241) and very little awareness of the political nature of
geographicalresearch. Theexplainingfactorfortheadoption
of Anglo-American approaches is not an unequal power re-
lation between Anglophone and German geographers. In the
German discipline, a modernist elite is being supplemented
by one deﬁning themselves as “new cultural geographers”.
The struggles we observe are between the old, traditional-
ist elite, the modernisers who replaced the traditionalists and
the new modernisers (or “postmodernisers”). This parallels
a wider transformation of the university system which also
highly values internationalisation, but it uses it for a speciﬁc
purpose.
In our paper, we have tried to show the working of the
power structures of the still nationally conﬁned discipline,
their transformation over the last 30 years and the different
opportunities and ambivalences this means for critical geog-
raphy. As a contribution to the debate about the “geogra-
phy of critical geography”, this demonstrates the high sig-
niﬁcance of national systems and their relation with interna-
tionalisation and international debates. In contrast to many
contributions to the debate on the “Anglo-hegemony”, the
main difference we draw is not between “Anglo” and “non-
Anglo” approaches, but between critical approaches and tra-
ditional/mainstream ones. While there may be some coun-
tries where this distinction has become blurred and needs to
be debated at large (like in the “what’s left”-debate in An-
tipode), this line in Germany is still rather clear, due to the
power of traditional/mainstream geography. We have deﬁned
“critical geography” through the exclusion from this main-
stream and the various and ambivalent mechanisms of inclu-
sion. It is in these processes of inclusion that the idea of “in-
ternational” geography becomes important – not because any
of the central ﬁgures of the international debate had any in-
stitutionalpowerinGermany, butbecauseinstitutionalpower
in Germany has shifted. The “old” deﬁning question in Ger-
man geography – “What does this approach do for German
geography as a uniﬁed discipline?” – has been replaced by a
“new” question – “How does this approach contribute to the
standing of German geographers in international debates?”
From the traditional Ordinarien, hegemony and institutional
power have partly shifted to “new voices”, who embrace in-
ternational geography, sometimes including critical theoriz-
ing, but also to consulting and ranking agencies. Thus, while
the new “internationalizing” question opens up spaces for
critical and left wing theory, it may come with a price.
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